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N.Y. goes to Mondale
NEW YORK (AP) - Walter Mondale won the New York presidential
primary election last night and
claimed the victory he needed to
regain command over Sen. Gary Hart
in the race for the Democratic presidential nomination.
"We had a very good day today in
New York." Mondale said. "Apparently we did well across the board."
Based on polling-place interviews,
the television networks said Hart was
in a closer-than-ezpected contest for
second place with the Rev. Jesse
Jackson.
Jackson was polling well in New
York City, apparently winning about
80 percent of the black vote.
Some 252 convention delegates were
at stake - the biggest single-state
prize so far and, next to California,
the largest of the year.
"In New York, they (the Hart campaign) spent maybe three times,
maybe four times as much money as
we did," Mondale said. "But Americans weren't looking at that. Citizens
of New York were asking that key

question (who would make a better
president), and I think that's why we
won."
With 57 percent of the vote in, it
was:
Mondale, 327,802 or 49 percent.
Hart, 221,401, 33 percent.
Jackson, 99,053,15 percent.
The rest was scattered among Democratic dropouts.
Wisconsin Democrats held a
"beauty contest" primary yesterday,
in advance of next Saturday's caucuses when 78 convention delegates
are at stake. With 17 percent of the
vote in, Mondale and Hart each had 43
percent of the vote.
President Reagan-Yes was piling
up 93 percent of tine vote in the Wisconsin GOP Primary. Reagan-No had
7 percent. There was no GOP line on
the ballot in New York.
Victory was dramatic evidence that
Mondale had completed a comeback
in the Democratic fight, and an indication that Hart's "new ideas" candidacy faces difficulty in the weeks
ahead.
Hart, who campaigned yesterday in

Pennsylvania - next week's stop on
the election calendar, must move
swiftly if he is to stall his rival's drive
for the nomination.
Only three weeks ago, Hart's candidacy was on a roll, winning several
early primaries and caucuses.
But Mondale quit campaigning as a
serenely confident front-runner and
became the aggressor in the race,
moving on to defeat Hart in the Illinois primary two weeks ago and taking aim in New York.
Hart said New York was not that
critical to his chances for the nomination, and he already was looking
ahead to Pennsylvania.
But New York is the kind of state
that a Democrat must carry to defeat
President Reagan next fall, and the
Mondale victory would blunt Hart's
claim that only he can capture the
White House for the Democrats.
While there are still hundreds of
delegates to be chosen, each state that
Mondale wins makes it that much
more difficult for Hart.

Third bomb threat reported
by Marcy Grande
staff reporter

University police hunted for three
bombs which were reportedly planted
in South Hall Monday night, police
said.
According to Associate Director of
Public Safety, Dean Gerkens, the
dispatcher for the Community OffCampus Organization received a
bomb threat mat was broadcast over
a CB radio, and the dispatcher immediately notified police.
Gerkens said the male caller de-

bg news stati/Sue Cross manded $30,000 be delivered to the old

sewage treatment plant on Poe Road

Spring flowers
Spring is just around the corner" was the theme for the Ashley fourth highs floor project. Molly Culler, junior
elementary education major and resident advisor for the floor, organized the decorating project because it seemed
like a good way to relieve the February blahs.

Honors former professor

Ethnic Studies offers art award
Mike Amburgey
'eporier

The Ethnic Studies Department is
accepting projects for the sixth annual Flora Bloch Ethnic Arts Award,
an award established by former University professor emeritus Margit
Heskitt in honor of her mother Flora
Bloch.
"She (Heskitt) was very much interested in ethnic and folk art," Ethnic Studies Chair Robert Perry said.
Heskitt formerly taught dance in the
School of Health, Physical Education
and Recreation.
Perry said entries should have
some significance in ethnic background.
"This is done basically to make the
public aware of the diverse ethnic
backgrounds that make up America,"
he said.

"When you look at it, the art shows
the different ethnic backgrounds that
we have in America," Perry said.
"When you talk about ethnic, that
means everyone. Everyone comes
from an ethnic group."
Flora Bloch, Heskitt's mother, was
born in Czechoslovakia and lived
there half of her life until she moved
to New York City, where she died in
1982.
"She was very interested in cooking
and entertaining and she enjoyed all
the arts," Heskitt said.
HESKITT IS ALSO interested in
art, especially folk art. Some of her
folk art was displayed at the Mileti
Alumni Center in January and February, along with the art of some
other University professors.

Beth Honigfort, a 1983 University
graduate, won last year's award by
creating silk screening pictures depicting ner German family heritage.
Perry said the award is open to all
students. Most winning projects have
been paintings, he said, but the award
is not limited to that. Perry said
students may choose an ethnicoriented folk art project such as art,
costuming, cuisine, literature, dance,
crafts, jewelry or music.
To enter, a student must be an
undergraduate in good standing and
have taken a course in ethnic studies.
The deadline to submit entries is April
6.
Winners will receive $250 for first
place, $100 for second and the third
place winner will receive $50.

or the bombs would explode 20 minutes later.
The caller never said who was to
give the money, and he signed off the
CB radio in a hurry, Gerkens said.
"He wasn't choosey, he just wanted
$30,000," Gerkens said, "He said,
'This is all I'm going to say because I
know you can trace me,' and signed
off."
Giving South Hall occupants the
option to leave or stay, Public Safety
officers searched South Hall and
found nothing.
"We usually get calls when a building is occupied, and we always give
occupants the option unless a device

is found, but I think almost everyone
left the building, including the raaio
station," Gerkens added.
According to the dispatcher woo
received the call, the voice was not
the same as the one who last week,
reported over COCO's CB channel,
that a rape was taking place. Gerkens
said the rape report turned out to be a
prank.
Gerkens said this bomb threat is the
third report of the school year, the
last being several weeks ago when a
person threatened occupants of
McFall Center that a bomb was to go
off in the Admissions Office.

Salvadoran aid bill survives
partial withholding attempt
WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Reagan's $61.7 million military aid
package for El Salvador survived an
attempt in the Senate to withhold 15
percent of the money until the Salvadoran government obtains a verdict
in the 1981 murder of two U.S. labor
advisers.
The proposed amendment by Sen.
Edward Kennedy, D-Mass., was rejected 69-24, his second defeat in two
days on the issue of Salvadoran aid.
On Monday, the Senate rejected 63-25
his bid to slash the aid to $21 million.
The Senate then shelved by a vote of
54-39 an amendment by Sen. Arlen
Specter, R-Pa., to hold back 30 percent of the funds pending a verdict in
the murders of the four church women
in December 1980. That vote also
killed an alternative by Sens. Patrick

Leahy, D-Vt., and Christopher Dodd,
D-Conn., to withhold all the money
until there was a verdict.
Sen. Ted Stevens, R-Alaska, the
Senate Majority Whip, said he saw no
possibility that either Specter's
amendment, or a restructured Kennedy amendment would pass.
In the House, a bill to prohibit
merchants from demanding extra
fees from credit card customers
through mid-1985 passed by a 355-34
vote. The measure now moves to the
Senate, which last month sent the
House a bill that would authorize such
surcharges, up to 5 percent.
MERCHANTS HAVE been free to
impose surcharges since Feb. 27.
when a 10-year-old, thrice-extended
federal ban on them expired. There
have been no reports of any great

movement to impose them because of
concern that the extra fees could
violate state and federal usury laws.
The bill passed by the House calls
for a new study by the FTC and the
General Accounting Office, the investigative wing of Congress, to determine the extent to which cash
customers may be subsidizing cardusers.
On a 379-11 vote, the House passed
and sent to the president a bill rewarding wheat farmers who agree to
limit their production this year and
next, and doing the same for producers of other commodities in 1985.
The action marked approval of a
compromise that had been worked out
between House and Senate negotiators last week. The Senate had ratified the measure late Monday.
Reagan is expected to sign the bill.

Computer Science Department toughens standards
by Geoffrey Barnard
and Mike Mclntyre

Editor's note: This is the second in
a week-long series dealing with computers and competing for jobs in a
nigh-tech society

Standards are getting tougher academically for undergraduates pursuing a degree in computer science at
the University.
The creation of prerequisites to
enter the program indicates that the
Computer Science Department is
toughening the undergraduate computer degree program, according to
Leland Miller, chair of the Computer
Science Department.
Students who applied to the University in 1983 hoping to pursue a computer science degree were accepted

as '*pre-computer science" majors the first time this distinction has been
made.
Miller said students majoring in CS
at the University are participating in
the best undergraduate computer degree program in the state. He said the
closest competitor in computer science education to Bowling Green is
Ohio State University. He bases his
observation on the number of fulltime faculty teaching undergraduate
courses and the quality of the University's computer services.
"In Ohio, for a bachelor's degree
program, we are the best," Miller
said. "I might be prejudiced, but I
really believe that is true.
"we have more Ph.Ds teaching for
us than any school except OSU. We
have more full-time faculty teaching
undergraduate courses than OSU; at
OSU you have a lot of graduate students teaching undergraduates."
Miller added that although Ohio has
a bad reputation nationally for technical and scientific training, BGSU's
computer science program would
compare favorably to any in the country.
PARTLY RESULTING from the
quality of instruction, computer science has been one of the University's
fastest growing degree programs
over the last 10 years.

According to figures supplied by the
computer science department, in fall
1974, there were 139 computer science
majors; in fall 1983 there were 950 -an
increase of about 600 percent. According to those same figures, the number
of computer science majors for fall
1985 would be more than 1,350 if
growth continues at present rates.
The recent boom in home and industry computer use is also partly responsible for the rapid increase in CS
majors.
Florence Lehman, assistant placement director at the University, said
"I think it is the smart individual,
regardless of their major, who should
be computer literate. It's almost like
the difference between learning to
read and write or not."
Lehman also speculated a course in
micro-computers might even be a
requirement for high school students
sometime in the future.
Maria Clement-Tana be, associate
director of placement, said some University administrators favor familiarizing all students with computers.
"There is a conscious effort being
made at the University to make everyone computer literate," Tanabe
said. "They are putting together a
program where it will be a requirement for all entering freshmen to take
computer science courses."

FOR NOW, it is not necessary for
students admitted as pre-computer
science majors to have had any prior
computer experience, Miller said.
Before becoming actual computer
science majors, pre-majors must
complete an English class, a math
class and three computer science
courses. All require a minimum
grade point average for admission.
Students can major in CS through
either the College of Arts and Sciences or the College of Education.
"In the last two years, our requirements have increased significantly,"
Miller said. "The reason we have
tried to reduce the number of majors
is to avoid overloading the computer
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science faculty or the computer services."
Miller said the University uses
three mainframe computers, the IBM
43-41, the DEC-20 and the VAX 780.
"We have been using IBMs for 25
years, upgrading when necessary,"
Miller said. The IBM 43-41 is used for
all administration purposes such as
scheduling and budget and some
classes.
Miller said the DEC-20 is used for
classes and for faculty and graduate
research while the VAX 780 is used
strictly for research.
HE SAID THE computing equipment at the University is "very good
and pretty much up to date."

While Miller says the equipment at
the university is excellent, he admits
it is not perfect.
"We did have a major breakdown
with the DEC last December, but that
was our first problem in five years.
I'd say that's pretty good."

inside

weather

"Bowling Green's computer facilities are excellent in comparison to
other schools," he said.
"Our department was helped
greatly by the aquisition
of the VAX
780 this past fall,7' Miller said.
Miller said the small micro computers, tiie Apple and IBM pc, have
replaced the outdated card punch
machines.

• Three University co-eds are
Mansfield-bound this «nmmw to

compete in the Miss Ohio pageant.
PageS.
• The summer calendar schedule
received scrutiny by faculty members at yesterday's Faculty Senate
meeting. Page 4.

Pan today with a chance of
thundershowers High of 45.
Pain continuing tonight with a
chance ot snow flumes. Low of 35.
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-—editorial—
Ludicrous exit polls
should be banned
Scientific studies, known for their precision and accuracy,
have now become an everday part of television newscasting. Exit polls, broadcast across the country as being
indicative of the future outcome of an election, reached their
scientific best yesterday on the "CBS Morning News."
CBS had to be the first to complete such a survey. At
approximately 7:30 a.m., they began announcing the outcomes of their exit polls for the New York Primary. It
appeared that Walter Mondale was holding a commanding
lead with 50 percent of the vote, Gary Hart was second with
30 percent and Jesse Jackson was dead last and still looking
for support.
Strangely enough, Jackson was in control of the Irish vote,
getting 100 percent of the Irish polled, Mondale had complete
control of the Jewish vote and Hart controlled all of the
Italian voters polled.
But, a problem existed with their figures. The survey was
conducted using only eight voters, with the score Mondale 5,
Hart 3 and Jackson 0. Considering the number of voters in
New York, the idea of broadcasting such a poll seems
ludicrous. Secondly, three people of the various ethnic
backgrounds were interviewed as to who they were going to
vote for. Did the networks expect viewers to believe that
these three were indicative of their whole ethnic group?
Early predictions of the outcome of an election and the
broadcasting of exit polls over the media are things that
should be limited. Viewers who have yet to vote could easily
be swayed by such inaccurate statistics and decide to stay
home for one reason or another.
It is not fair for candidates or voters to have results
broadcast before they have their chance to cast a ballot.
What good is it for a Seattle voter to cast a ballot when the
networks have already predicted a winner, as happened in
the 1980 presidential election?
Proposed solutions have ranged from tighter control by the
Federal Communication Commission to a 24-hour voting
period where all of the polls close at the same time. But little
action has resulted from the proposals.
The bottom line is that something must be done to control
these predictions, especially the ludicrous exit polls, before
the presidential election arrives. Such types of reports have
no place on our television sets and do nothing but hurt the
overall election process.

Vive L'Opposition
& Art Bwchwald

When French President Francois
Mitterrand returned from his visit to
the United States, his cabinet was
anxious to find out what he learned
about the American elections.
Mitterrand said, "Alors. There is a
lot of bitterness in the campaign. I
was told that Mondale is a big
spender, and a puppet of the large
interest groups, and just another
Jimmy Carter. He would make a
disastrous president"
"Did President Reagan tell you
that?"
"No, Gary Hart did. I was also
informed that Hart was a liar, soft on
defense, and although he keeps saying
he has new ideas, he hasn't come up
with one since he changed his name
from Hartpence."
"Who told you that?"
"Mondale. Then I was told that
neither Hart nor Mondale would be
worth a sou as a serious presidential
candidate because although they
made a lot of promises, they wouldn't
keep any of them.'
medicine from the
"That's strong
st
right
wing."
T
The right wing did not say it. Jesse
Jackson did."
"But don't the three men belong to
the same opposition party?" a cabinet
minister asked.
"Mais oui. That is what confused
me. Mondale said Hart is a dirty
rsr who doesn't have the truth in
Hart told me Mondale sold out to
the unions. Jackson told me it doesn't
make any difference which of them
was ahead because they both would
have to come to him if they wanted
the nomination."
"What is the main difference between Mondale and Hart?"
"You're not going to believe this,
but it is a question of steak," Mitterrand said.
"Le Boeuf?"
"Oiu. Mondale keeps asking Hart
where is the boeuf, and Hart keeps

holding up a book he wrote saying the
boeuf is there. Mondale says Hart has
no boeuf, and Hart says Mondale
wouldn't recognize boeuf if he saw it"
"C'est formidable," a minister
said. "What about relations with the
Soviets?"
"I heard some joking about getting
the Soviets back to the arms talks."
"By both Hart and Mondale?"
"No, by President Reagan. He
showed me his briefing book for the
1964 campaign."
"Monsieur le President," a cabinet
officer said, "are we to understand
Hart and Mondale, the members of
the opposition party, spend all their
time attacking each other, instead of
attacking Reagan?"
"Pour le moment. Perhaps after
the nomination they will then attack
the Republicans."
"But aren't they giving President
Reagan ammunition against themselves?"
"Naturellement President Reagan
has pasted everything they said about
each other in his briefing book."
"C'est cannibalisme, a minister
said.
"Non. It is American politics. Once
they decide who will be the candidate,
Mondale and Hart will deny they ever
said such terrible things about one
another. But at this stage they need
each other. If it wasn't for Hart, the
press would pay no attention to Mondale, and without Mondale, they
would ignore Hart. The Democratic
Party has to produce un spectacle or
the American people will go to sleep."
A cabinet minister said, "C'est incroyable, how they elect a president
in Amenque. You can never choose
the best man that way."
"One of the candidates told me in
confidence the same thing." Mitterrand said.
"Was it Reagan, Mondale, Hart or
Jackson?"
"Non, it was John Glenn."
Buchmald Is a columnist for the Los
Angeles Times Syndicate.

An early goodbye to Bowling Green
by Mark Oi Vincwuo

For about an hour now, I've been
sitting here, staring at this video
display terminal, waiting for the right
words to spring out of my brain and
onto the computer screen. (Journalists don't use typewriters anymore,
even at the BG News; typewriters are
something for dust to land on.)
But aa you can see, nothing has
sprung out yet.
I wanted to write a special column a column the University community
could enjoy and understand, a column
to top every other column I've written, a column with some meat on it,
with some substance.
So you can be assured this article
won't be a dull meeting story or
anything like that.
what I wanted to do is say goodbye
to the University now - five weeks
early. And I wanted to do it formally,
in writing.
But how do you say goodbye to a
University? How do you say goodbye
to a playground you have lived in four
years? How do you say goodbye to a
lifestyle that resembled a roUercoaster without brakes, shrieking down
the biggest hill?
I don't think I know how. All I can
do is remember - remember a few
things I've done here in Cornfield
County, Ohio. Chances are, you can
relate.
• Going to the library and doing
nothing constructive.
• Eating bad cafeteria food because
I knew it wouldn't improve the next
day.
• Riding a bicycle through the halls
of Founders and not getting caught.
• Almost getting my eyebrows
blown off - several times - in the
monsoon-like winter winds of Northwestern Ohio.
• Walking downtown to the bars in

blixxards, hoping to see, talk with and
dance with any of the thousands of
cute girls I tried to get to know during
my tour years of classes, but they
rarely ever showed up.
• Taking a shower in a cold and
drafty dormitory bathroom and forgetting my towel.
• Crashing a fraternity-sorority
date party because I heard everyone
was welcome, and a minute later,
walking out with my head down and
my face flushed.

and past their opponents.
• Lifting weights when I thought it
mattered.

• Crashing a fraternity-sorority
date party Just to do it.
• Drinking and getting drunk and
sleeping outside while freezing rain
pounded my body for six hours.

• Meeting great friends; too numerous to mention in print Sorry, Kuz.
• Cramming for midterms and writing 15-page term papers the night
, .. No, I think I'll
before and getting by.
wait till
to do that.
• Going to Falcon hockey games for
the last four years and watching one
Mark Di Vincenzo, a staff reporter
of the beat teams in the country, more for the News, is a senior Journalism
often than not, skate around, through. major from Seven Hills, (Mo.

The Kennedy-Hart youth illusion
by Garry Will*

Gary Hart certainly does have a
new idea - the notion that being 47
makes you a representative of youth.
My birth date is only two years from
bis, and I no longer tool myself that I
am young. Even Hart's model-idol,
JFK, was four years younger than
Hart when he made youth an issue
against Eisenhower.
By the way, many have wondered
why Hart would make the strange
effort to shave just one year off his
age. What is a year or two, one way or
the other, when you have passed the
halfway mark of your fifth decade?
But considering the template-tracing accuracy of Hart's Kennedy act he is really running as Vaughn
Meader for president - one year takes
on a new dimension. One year out of

letters
Register your bicycle
before it's too late

four would be a change of 25 percent
bringing him a quarter of the way
closer to Kennedy's age when be ran.

The imitation of Kennedy explains,
as well. Hart's belated enrollment in
the Navy reserve - ironically, this
"youngster" had to get an exemption
because he was too old to join the
regular way. John Kennedy always
made a point of his opponents'service
records, or lack thereof. Hubert Humphrey and Nelson Rockefeller were
both called, by innuendo, draft dodgers when they ran against the war
hero. And, as president Kennedy
tried to raise the issue of Edward
McCormack's evasion of war when
McCormack ran against Edward
Kennedy.
Another irony here. Hart pretends
to represent a new generation in politics, and there is some measure of
truth in that. He breaks the pattern of
our second-lieutenant chief executives - all those men who served in

it is not registered, we urge you to
register: if you are planning to bring
your bike to campus after spring
break, we urge you to register it when
you arrive on campus.
Several pedestrians and bicyclists
have been injured in the past in accidents involving bikes, so please be
aware of good safety habits and that
all traffic laws will be enforced.
Thank you.
Sgt. Charlotte Starnes,
Coordinator
Crime Prevention/Community Relation
William R. Bess, Director
Public Safety

We at Public Safety would like to
make you more aware of the importance of registering your bicycles.
All bicycles parked or operated
within the City of Bowling Green must
be registered. Further, all bicycles on
University-owned or controlled property are subject to state laws and city
ordinances since Bowling Green State
University is within the City of BowlS5 Green. The Parking and Traffic
vision at Public Safety will register
bicycles for the City. A one dollar
($1.00) fee is charged for this registra- University should clarify
tion which is good for the life of the
bike in Bowling Green. For your con- attendance policy
vience we can arrange to have someone come to your residence hall,
It has come to my attention that this
sorority or fraternity to register bicy- college has some problems in clarifycles for groups (not individuals). By ing and justifying failure to "cover all
registering your bicycles, we will bases" when it comes to absence.
have the serial number which provides a greater chance for recovery,
Recently, a situation arose in which
if your bicycle is lost or stolen.
students missed a day of class due to
death of a family member, illness, or
Call 2-2346 and ask for Sgt. Starnes. other such reasonable excuses... but
We will set a time to be in your area. were not allowed to make it up and
If you have your bicycle here now and received an "F" for the day. After

lower-echelon status during World
War II: not only Kennedy, but Nixon.
Johnson and Reagan. Carter was
commissioned just at the end of the
war. Bush, Glenn and McGovem were
all World War II aviators. Mondale
was in the service during the Korean
War.
Most of these people were roughly
contemporaneous, and brought their
experience of the war to politics, just
as a slightly older generation brought
its experience of the Depression.
That would be much clearer if John
Kennedy had lived. Today be would
be almost 67; be and Reagan were
born just six years apart. The real
contemporary of Kennedy is not our
current 47-year-old candidate, but the
73-year-old Reagan. One reason we
forget what Kennedy's age would be
is that his wife, graceful in middle
age, was born 12 years after him.
Another reason for the illusion is that
the current Senator Kennedy was
bom in 18S2, four years before Sen-

days of arguing and questioning, the
dilemma was ignored and the grades
remained as F's. Finally, weeks later,
I tried to follow up on this after
getting nowhere before. To my surprise, I found out that nobody really
knew who decided what excuses were
acceptable. I called the college dean
and was given another number; I
called that number and was told they
could not help me; I oiled President
Olacamp and was told be was too
busy; and finally called the vice president only to find out the following:
No one has ever said who's decision
it is on issues such as absences. There
is no college excuse... not even a
funeral or a doctor's excuse. Therefore the secretaries I talked with
"think it is left up to the individual
teacher."
Well, fortunately for those involved
in this particular situation, the teacher decided to be "nice" and allow
us to make up a 5 minute chaotic
interview during class, by writing a
paper - after being rather persistent.
Someone needs to make a policy to
give power of authority to someone on
issues such as this. Why cant a doctor's excuse, a death in the family, a
traffic accident and other such reasonable excuses be labeled a "college
absentee excuse?" After all, we are

ator Hart, but 15 years after his
brother the president. The image of
youth has lingered around John Kennedy by accident.
Since Hart is making such a thing of
birthdates, let us line up a few of
them: Reagan, 1911; JFK, 1917; Robert Kennedy, 1925; Mondale, 1928;
Mrs. Onassis, 1929; Edward Kennedy,
1932: Gary Hart 1936.

So Hart, untouched by World War
II, or Korea, or Vietnam, has fie
chance to break the mold of flttr
"second looey" politicians - and there
is something to be said for that. But
the Kennedyuing itch makes him turn
backward in time to a vicarious military experience, to ape his elders.
That must be what Jesse Jacskon
means when be says that Hart is
talking forward and walking backward.
Wills is a columnist for the Universal
Press Syndicate.

paying them to teach us and it is the
student body which allows the faculty
to remain. By the way; who gives the
teachers the right to miss
class... maybe we should "dock
their paychecks" as they "dock our
grades."
KathiCorl

mPrmt

President thanks students
for post cards from break
I would like to thank all of the BG
students who sent me post cards from
Florida over the break. Sounds like all
of you were having a wonderful time,
and I appreciate the Invitation to join
you next year. Some of you wanted to
know bow Chuck and Di were in Great
Britain: I regret to say they wouldn't
let me in because all I wanted to talk
about was the Hockey Team, and
besides as the cartoon in the BGNews
noted, they didnt like my orange
blazer.
Thanks again for writing. I will be
seeing you around the campus.
Paul J. Olacamp
President

by T. Downing and T. Cleary
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University co-eds compete for Miss Ohio
of Creative and Performing Arts in
Cincinnati, and has starred in an after
school special, "Melinda's Blind."
She is a member of Kappa Kappa
Gamma sorority.
Peggy Moog, senior music education major from Bryan, is the current
Miss BGSU. "Aimee got me interested in it," she said, "I figured if she
can do it then so can I. but I went into
it blindly - not knowing what to expect."
Moog, a member of Sigma Alpha
Iota, a music fraternity for women, is
the choreographer for the performing
ensemble, The Entertainment Company.
Tammy Salem, junior nursing major from Boardman, is the current
Miss Sandusky Valley. She too became interested in competition because of Felder. "It seemed like

by Ben Morrison
reporter

It all began with Miss BGSU pageants and now, three University students will be competing against each
other in the 1984 Miss Ohio pageant.
Aimee Felder, Peggy Moog and
Tammy Salem will compete in the
Miss Ohio pageant to be held June 1416 in Mansfield.
To be eligible for Miss Ohio, each of
the 25 women in the pageant first had
to win a small pageant.
Aimee Felder, junior journalism
major from Cincinnati, Ohio, is Miss
Toledo of 1984. Felder, who was Miss
BGSU of 1982, got involved "just
because it was something new to try,"
she said.
Felder graduated from the School

something worthwhile and fun," she
said.
ALSO A MEMBER of Kappa Kappa
Gamma sorority, Salem is a member
of the University Orchestra and the
Opera Symphony.
Contestants will be judged on four
competitions; talent, bathing suit,
evening gown and interview.
The talent aspect of the contest is
the most important because it is'
worth 50 percent of the total points.
The other three are worth 18 and twothirds percent each.
For the talent competition, each
contestant is alotted 2 minutes and 50
seconds. Felder will sing "Be a Lion,"
made famous in the broadway production "The Wiz" for her talent
competition. Moog will sing "Trouble
in Tahiti," and Salem will play "The
Ellegro from Czardas" and "The

Orange Blossom Special" on the violin.
If one of the three women win, she
will receive scholarship money, a car
for a year, wardrobe money and the
opportunity to represent Ohio in the
Miss America pageant to be held in
Atlantic City.
All three girls were quick to point
out that the Miss America is vastly
different than Miss USA. "Miss
America is not a beauty pageant,"
Felder said, adding, "this a talent
oriented contest."
None of the girls have any great
Kressure on them to win. Moog said
er "only pressure is the pressure
from family and friends to eat - the
judges told me to put on some weight
for the bathing suit competition, and
they're all stuffing me with milkshakes!"

Committee formation delayed until fall

USG discusses change in ACGFA structure
by Mike Mclntyre

mittee will investigate is the recent
trend of increasing minorities on the
selection committee, creating a minority imbalance. He also said wasted
time in the fee allocation process
would be investigated.
Baird added that the Student Legal
Service will begin this month.
"Finally, after two and one-half
long years, the Student Legal Service
wilTbegin operation April 13,1984," he
said.
Baird said SLS will be temporarily
housed on Thurstin Avenue until the
end of the semester. Next fall it will
be located in the University Union.
"We had a choice between an office
in the Union, 11th floor Offenhauer or

stol) reporter

photo/Geoffrey Bornora
Peggy Moog. (Miss BGSU). Aimee Felder (Miss Toledo), Tammy Salem (Miss
Sandusky Valley), will face off at the Miss Ohio competition at Mansfield
this summer.

Vice President of Student Affairs,
Dr. Mary Edmunds, is delaying the
assembly of a committee to change
the structure of the Advisory Committee on General Fee Allocation
(ACGFA) until next fall.
Undergraduate Student Government president Brian Baird said at
the USG meeting last night that the
committee is necessary to look into
what Edmunds and others think are
problems with the structure of
ACGFA and its selection process. He
said one of the things that he and
Edmunds discussed and that the com-

second floor of the Student Services
Building," Baird said. "We immediately eliminated Offenhauer and
chose the Union because renovation
was needed at the Student Services
building and because the Union is in
an ideal spot at the center of campus."
USG Vice President Karen Washbush said she met with President Paul
Olscamp concerning commencement.
Washbush reported that seniors
would not be seated on the football
field at Doyt L. Perry Field during
commencement because the field
would be torn up and because of
possible muddy conditions if it is wet.
She said the graduating seniors would

be seated in the lower stands instead,
with guests seated above.
Elections for the Commuter OffCampus Organization were discussed. The election will be held in the
main lounge of the Commuter Center
tomorrow from 9-5 p.m. and all on
campus students can vote. An open
forum for all candidates will be held
today at 12:30 p.m.
In other business, the general assembly voted to fund $150 to advertise
voter registration for the May 8 Democratic primary and (ISO for advertisement of new USG cabinet
positions.
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AFRICA AND ITS FUTURE:
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~ from System Seven!
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Here are 5 different hairstyllng specials
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look you want... at a saving!
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Vote to review issue, offer recommendations by Sept. 15

Faculty indecisive on University summer school calendar
by Mark CM Vlncenzo
staff reporter

After the faculty split yesterday on
bow tfae University's summer school
calendar should be set up, they voted
to review the issue and give recommendations by Sept. 15 at the Faculty
Senate meeting.

Ritts, professor of accounting and
management information systems.
Ritts, who prepared a report on the
calendar issue, suggested a committee be set up to decide when summer
school sessions will start and how long
they will be.
But Ritts said there is no evidence
to support a summer school calendar
- whether it be an early or late calendar.

The early summer school calendar
begins in May and the late summer
Because of the enrollment celling,
school calendar begins in June.
many faculty said the University
Students and faculty have not been would make more money if summer
asked for their input, said Blaine enrollment was increased. Last sum-

rdatelineWednesday, April 4

Mast Communication Week Event Diane Tittle will discuss "The Role of
a Specialty Magazine" at 9:30 a.m. in
the Community Suite of the Union.
Free and open to all.
Communication Week Event Larry Kayser will discuss "Time and
Photography" at 10:30 a.m. in the
Community Suite of the Union. Free
and open to all.

Mass Communication Week Event Tom Jones will discuss "Starting a
City Magazine" at 11:30 a.m. in the
Community Suite of the Union. Free
and open to all.
Mass Communication Week Event Larry Lambert will speak at 1:30 p.m.
in the Community Suite of the Union
on "Working on Small versus Large
Newspapers." Free and open to all.
Synchronicity Music Festival
Event - Tom Gorman and John Husbands will perform at 2 p.m. in the

mer - the first summer the University
used the early calendar - the total
number of students decreased, but
also last year, more students who
attended summer school were fulltime students.
Some faculty suggested the University use three five-week terms, which
they said would help the University
make more money.
But others said by starting early.
graduating high school students could
riot finish the entire summer term and
earn 12 hours of course work - the
number of hours needed to be classiFalcon's Nest of the Student Union.
Free and open to all.
Literary Festival Event - Fiction
writers Carol Berge and Russell Bank
and poets William Matte ws and David
Kelley will speak at 2 p.m. in the
Assembly Room of McFall Center.
Free and open to all.
Mass Communication Week Event Ripley Hodge will discuss "Working
on a Sunday Magazine" at 2:30 p.m.
in the Community Suite of the Union.
Free and open to all.

Buff Apartments
Now renting for 1984-85
2 bdrm. furnished Aprs.
Heat,$ewage,1rVatef & Cable paid
for by owner
'560.00 per semester per person
with 4 people
C«l 552-7182 Bfhma }-5»n Dafty

Eusft Wai ffM 4-6f« Atk fw (ted

SALUTE

SHIP!
Offenhauer
Hall Council

THANK YOU FOR A YEAR OF
SUCCESSFUL PROGRAMMING.

If not, it's time you did! The May
primary election is only a month away,
and if you want to vote you must do so
before April 7.
Come Register in the USG office 405
Student Services from 11-5 April %<*$*.
*You can also pick up an absentee
ballot requests there too!

Your Vote Counts

In other business, University President Paul Olscamp said construction
will resume today on the renovation of
West Hall. Asbestos was discovered in
West Hall two months ago, and con-

Also, Olscamp said since 60 faculty
positions have been created over the
past five years when student enrollment dropped by 1.500. Ten faculty
positions, not including retiring faculty, will be eliminated over the next
three years: four in the first year;

Biology Seminar - Darryl Gwynne
will discuss "The Evolution of Sexual
Differences In Katydid" at 3:30 p.m.
in 112 Life Science Building. Free and
open to all.
Synchronicity Music Festival
Event - The University Tuba Quartet
will perform from 4-6 p.m. at Berries
in Harshmon Quadrangle.
Synchronicity Music Festival
Event - Gentleman of Note will perform from 4-6 p.m. at the Towers Inn.

Literary Festival Evert - Fiction
writer Carl Berge and poet David
Kelly will present a reading at 7 p.m.
in the Assembly Room at McFall
Center. Free and open to all.

Candidates for May Graduation Instruction for the Commencement
ceremony and RSVP cards will be
mailed to On-Campus mailboxes from
April 44. Any May Graduate who
does not receive the information can
Political Science Lecture - Linda pick up a copy in the Office of RegisOpeka will discuss "Campaigns and tration and Records.
Political Consulting" at 7:30 p.m. in
112 Life Science Building. Free and Dateline, a daily service of the News,
open to all.
lists dates and times of campus
University Theater Production - "A events. Submissions by all organizaRaisin in the Sun" will be performed tions are welcome and must be turned
at 8 p.m. in the Joe E. Brown Theater. in typed and double spaced one week
prior to the event.
Tickets are $1.50.

APARTMENTS VERY
CLOSE TO CAMPUS
OWNER WILL PAY
ALL UTILITIES!
SPECIAL RATES AVAILABLE FOR
GROUPS OF 3 & 4.
328 S. MAIN

352-1 165

WINTHROP TERRACE APTS.
OFFERS YOU SAVINGS UP TO
M250.00 ON SCHOOL YEAR LEASES
COMPARED TO OTHER REALTORS.

Northend Pizza

Free Delivery

Ueoo

3527734

For

14" Pizza with 2 large Pops
OR

I.

12" PiZZaS / 2 large Pops only-."•extra

J

SPECIAL OFFER
$4.00 plus tax
Complete Resume Package
• 25 Copies from one original
• 25 Blank sheets/Cover letters
• 25 Envelopes
Including all our specialty papers
Good with this coupon only ,
325 E. Woostor
Expires 4/30/84

(Across from Taco Be*)

2 bdrm 2 bath 4 person apt.
483. per semester per person.

$

352-6154

WE PAY HEAT. WATER. CABLE
AND TRASH PICKUP
1 & 2 BDRM APTS

$13.95

Evenings by Appt.

WBGUTV Presents a Special Panel Discussion
As Part ol Mass Communication Week

-MAJOR ISSUES INPUBLIC TELEVISION
Three Ohio public television station managers
and the executive director of the Ohio ETV Network
probe the major issues lacing public broadcasting.
Commercials on public TV. political influence in
programming, and editorializing are some ol the
controversies these PTV executives will confront.
Moderator:
Di Duane E Tucker.
General Manager & Director ol Television Services. BGSU
Panel Members:
Dave L Fomshell
Executive Dlieclo..
Ohio Educational Broadcasting Network Commission
DaleKOuzts.
General Manager. WOSU AM FMTV. The Ohio State University
Robert D Smith
President & General Manager.
WGTETVFM Toledo. WGLE-FM. Lima

THURSDAY APRIL 5
1P.M.
Ohio Suite. University Union
Free and open to the public

ftPEelftLire

•FREE ESTIMATES*
20% Off Complete Exhaust System

400 Napoleon Rd.
352-9135
Saturdays 10-3:00

FOREIGN
CAR
Muffler
Installed

Furnished & Unfurnished

Weekends 9-5:00

Have You
Registered to VOTE?

PRESIDENT OF THE Undergraduate Student Government Brian
Baird said he opposes the late summer school calendar because it "is not
in the students' best interests." Beverly Baker, president of the Graduate
Student Senate, said she supported
Baird.

three in the second and three in the
third.
"Faculty will be reduced by attrition/' Olscamp said.
"We (the University) will not be
able to have everything we want," he
said, "and that includes the number
of faculty. We must use greater scrutiny in deciding whether or not a
(faculty) position is really necessary.
After two years of preparation, the
Student Legal Service will be operating by April 13 and will be temporarily housed on Thurstin Avenue, Baird
said.

struction was halted.
The University could not find someone who knew enough about asbestos
to solve the problem and bidding by
the construction companies took
longer than it should have, Olscamp
said, explaining the length of the work
freeze.

NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT

352-5620

OFFENHAUER'S
RESIDENCES

tied as a full-time student.

PERSONAL
COLOR ANALYSIS:
FIND YOUR COLOR TO GO
WITH YOUR NEW SPRING
WARDROBE!
TUES. APRIL 17
7:30-9:30 p.m.
FACULTY LOUNGE, UNION
'3.00 upon sign up in UAO office

215 E. POE
Efficiencies:
furn. & unfurn.
starting at »175°° month

All utilities PAID
1 BEDROOM UNITS
furn. & unfurn.
starting at
•200 month
call now

GREENBRIAR INC.
352-0717
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End of torture and cruelty sought by Amnesty International
LONDON (AP) - At least a third of
the world's nations torture or abuse
prisoners, Amnesty International
said yesterday In releasing a catalogue of modern cruelty that the
group said warranted the same revulsion aroused by Nazi extermination
camps.
In a 283-page report titled "Torture
in the Eighties," the human rights
organization listed abuses in 98 nations.
The review, covering I960 to mid1963, marked the start of what the

Nobel Prize-winning body said would
be a campaign to expose and end
"torture as a tool of state policy."
Cases of cruelty cited in the report
ranged from small children in Iran's
Evin prison being forced to watch
their mothers tortured, to pain-inducing drugs administered to Soviet dissidents held in psychiatric hospitals.
Among specialized torture methods, it listed Syria's "black slave," an
electrial apparatus with a heated
skewer, and Chile's "parrot's perch,"
in which the trussed prisoner is hung
upside down from a pole to force a

"confession."
A string of Latin American and
African countries were listed, many
for "routinely" administering beatings, electrical and acid torture in
their police cells and jails.
A section on right-wing Guatemala
said "few of many thousands abducted" during the 197842 regime of
President Romeo Lucas Garcia had
survived. Some of the victims, their
bodies dumped by roadsides, had
been burned with cigarettes, castrated, slashed repeatedly or had
limbs amputated.

A HANDFUL OF Western nations
received individual sections in the
report. One of them, Spain, persistently tortured or otherwise abused
prisoners - mainly Basque separatists, the report alleged.
In Italy, while torture was not common, there was an "alarming increase" in allegations of ill-treatment
of suspected Red Brigade terrorists in
1982, the report said.
The United States was among 32
nations that were referred to briefly
after the individual sections. Amnesty

said it had made "several inquiries"
to state penal authorities about
guards allegedly beating prisoners or
spraying tear gas into their faces.
It also received reports from the
United States of police beatings of
suspects, and said that in some cases
victims were paid damages and officials fined or jailed.
Amnestv, traditionally sensitive to
charges that its regular reports of
human rights violations concentrate
on Third World and Eastern bloc
nations, did not try to pinpoint the
worst offenders.

Amnesty said its evidence included
testimony from released detainees,
refugees, doctors and sometimes the
attitude of governments toward the
charges - silence or vague denials.
Amnesty has accepted the cases of
2,687 torture victims since 1980, more
than double the number in the previous five years. Amnesty press
spokesperson Mark Grantham said.
"We don't know whether things are
getting better or worse overall," he
said."

Retired pastor turned exercise buff still running strong at 77
FARMDALE, Ohio (AP) - At 77,
Cheater Crabb isn't ready to stop
running. The semi-retired pastor and
teacher, who has been racing competitively for 10 years, figures he'll still
be at it when he's 80.
Actually. Crabb has been running
much of his life, off and on, but got
into it more seriously at an age when
most folks are ready to ease up a bit.
Hell compete Saturday in a 5-mile

race at Cortland, and if he wins, he'll
add the trophy to a shelf already
overflowing with awards.
"I run for exercise," Crabb said,
who gets in three miles every day.
"Fun and fitness is the motto of
almost all the running clubs, and it's
pretty true."
"Every night he Jogs," Crabb's
wife, Thelma said. "He never
misses."

Crabb grew up in China, where his
father was a missionary. Later at a
prep school in Mercersburg, Pa., he
was a member of the cross country
team that won the national
championship in his senior year.
He also won a varsity letter in cross
country and was a member of the
track team at Princeton, where he
studied Latin and Greek. He continued to run for a couple of years after

POTATO SKINS
$3.95

SPECIAL OFFER
. $4.00 plus tax
Complete Resume Package
• 25 Copies from one original
• 25 Blank sheets/Cover letters
• 25 Envelopes
Including all our specialty papers
Good with this coupon only

Entire Month
of April
The Best
Appetizers
in Town

(Acrou Iron Taco B**l
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at 1954 at the age of 47, taking things
slowly at first because of tightness in
his chest. And 20 years later, he began
racing competitively.
"I wondered if fitness meant jogging or racing," he said. "Apparently
it doesn't hurt to go at it hard."
How long will he keep it up? Crabb
isn't sure.
"I used to think I'd quit at 75, but I
hope to keep going until I'm 80"

The 1984 KEY...
Your Only Sure Bet

352-1092
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His career took him to pastorates at
both Presbyterian and Methodist
churches in Ohio, Pennsylvania and
New York.
He came to Farmdale 23 years ago
as associate pastor at the Methodist
Church. He's semi-retired now, but he
still is called upon as a substitute
teacher at Lakeview and Warren G.
Harding high schools.
Crabb started some running again

SUNDANCE

325 E. Wooster

f

graduation, but then his career intervened.
AFTER WORKING for a while as
teacher and YMCA staffer, he entered
Princeton Theological College, intending to follow his father's footsteps
as a missionary in China.
But things were too unsettled there
at the time, with the country under
attack by the Japanese, so Crabb
decided to stay in the United States.
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The BLACK STUDENT UNION presents:

"A HISTORY OF AFRICAN LIBERATION DAY"
"Slideshow and Discussion"

Presented by: Michael Burson - AAPRP Cincinnati Branch
When: Wednesday, April 4, 1984
Where: The Northeast Commons
Time: 8:00 p.m.
This presentation is in conjunction with "AFRICA WEEK"
and in preparation for the first Midwest Regional
AFRICA CELEBRATION DAY
in Cincinnati, Ohio on May 25 and 26 (1st wkend of summer session)
For further Information call the BSU office at 372-6393

UNIVERSITY THEATRE
PRESENTS

A FUNNY THING HAPPENED ON
THE WAY TO THE FORUM
APRIL 12-14 and April 18-21
Main Auditorium, -8:00 p.m. (4/21 Matinee 3:00)
Students $3.00
Adults $5.00
CALL 372-2719 FOR INFORMA TION AND RESER VA TIONS
GROUP DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE
Box office open
9:00-5:00

Order your 1984 Yearbook
and receive a FREE raffle ticket
for a chance to win:
1st Prize! 13 inch Color Television Donated by K-Marl, 1111S. Main
2nd Prize:S100 G* Certificate from Finder's Records, 128 N. Main
TWO 3"1 PnZeS: Two $25 Gift Certificates at Trade Winds, 104 S. Main

Drawing: Friday, April 27, 5 p.m.
(Winners will be notified)
ORDER NOW at the

KEY Office

BG News Office

310 Student Services
106 University Hall
11:30a.m. -3:30p.m. -OR8a.m.-5p.m.
Monday - Friday
Monday - Friday
or from any KEY Staff member

Receive your FREE raffle
ticket for a chance to win!
- ORDER NOW - PAY LATER -
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KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE
THEIR SPRING PLEDGE CLASS OFFICERS!
PRESIDENT
VICE PRESIDENT
SECRETARY
SCHOLARSHIPS
SOCIAL

JILLZEAAKA
KELLY STODDARD
ANN OVERTURF
LISA MINNICH
SARAH ROUSCH
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Plan now for the 1984 School Year

Meadowview Court
Apartments

214 Napoleon Road

Bowling Green, OH

352-1195

state/worldEliminate 'explosive incidents'

Naval run-ins spur U.S.-Soviet talks
WASHINGTON (AP) -A
U.S. Navy delegation will
meet with Soviet admirals
in Moscow next month for
discussions aimed at heading off potentially explosive incidents at sea
between their powerful
navies, Defense Department officials said yesterday.
The Moscow agenda will
cover the incident Monday
in which the 37,000-ton Soviet carrier Minsk fired
eight signal flares at the
3iOMon VS. frigate Harold Holt in the South China
Sea.
The flares did not cause
structural damage to
the Holt or injuries to its
crew, officials said, who
spoke only on condition
that they not be identified.

FTH

RimbershiD lo Charrvwoed Health spa aim least.

Bella Sigma Pi Announces
its 1984-B5 Officers:
President
Tim O'Dougherty
Senior Vice President
Joyce Goettemoeller
VP of Internal Prof. Activ..Duane Gibson
VP of Special Prof. Activ...Dave Caldwell
VP of Pledging
Laurie Weigt
Secretary
Joan Maag
Treasurer
Cleo Rehmer
Chancelor
John Bannon
C.E.I Chairman
Karen Noel
Historian
Cathy Suttle
Delta Sig Correspondent....Sharon Jones
Fund Raising Chairman
Linda Williams
Activities Chairman
George Vlahos
Publicity
Kathy Bradley
Dean's Advisory Council...Troy Malsam
Thanks to the Old Officers for a job well done!

CAMPUS MANOR
APARTMENTS
(NEXT TO STERLING & DORSf Y DRUGS)
PHONE 352-9302 (24 HRS.)
THi: IDKAI, LOCATION K)R CONVKNIKNCK, COMFORT AND
KAFKTY!
CAMPUS MANOR IS A 2 MINLTK WALK FROM ADM.
BUILDING. MOST CLASSROOMS AND OVKR 20 RKTAIL
SHOPS.
m: FtATL'Rt: 2 BEDROOM FULLY FURNISHED
APARTMENTS WITH:
CARPETING - GARBAGE DISPOSAL ■ CABLE T. V. LAUNDRY - SPACIOUS CLOSETS ■ AIR
CONDITIONING - PARKING A T YOUR FRONTDOOR
• FAST EFFICIENT ON SITE MANAGEMENT <£
MAINTENANCE
SECURITY LIGHTING - STEEL DOORS WITH
DOUBLE LOCKS - I 1/2 BA THS

■FLEXIBLE PA YMLST TERMSCA;:. US MANOR H \S M W O\\ si RSHII» \NU MASY OF OUR
APARTMENTS WILL BE COMPLETELY REDECORATED FOR FALL.
VISIT OUR OFFICE MODEL OB-IS. TODAY AND RFSERVE YOUR APT.
FOR FALL '•$ OR SUMMER. OPEN DAILY. MON.-SA l\ - ASK ABOUT OUR
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES.

YOU CAN LIVE AT CAMPUS MANOR
FOR $143.00 PER MONTH (4 person apartment)

ALL UTILITIES FURNISHED
EXCEPT LIGHTS.

waaaam

in the Pacific In recent
years, with its fleet there
growing as the Soviets extend their global sea reach.
The Navy officially said
little about the latest incident, which occurred in
daylight Monday.
It confirmed only that
the Minsk, one of the Soviet
Union's most powerful
warships, fired eight signal flares, three' of which
hit the Holt. A brief Navy
statement said there was
no damage to the hull and
no injuries to the Holt's
crew.
Pentagon sources said
one flare narrowly missed
the Holt's captain as he
stood on the port wing of
his bridge.
At the time, the Soviet
carrier was dead in the

Mfruurtttm.

These officials noted that
the Minsk's skipper withheld any fire by the carrier's lethal anti-ship
missiles and other weapons.
There was no information why the Minsk was
dead in the water. Some
sources speculated that the
carrier was having engine
trouble.

call tor reservations

354-2242

"TONIGHT
8:00 p.m.
GRAND BALLROOM

While Navy authorities
deplored the Minsks's action as "uncalled for,"
other sources acknowledged that the Holt had
been shadowing the Minsk.

Bring your little sis
and parents to BG for the weekend
Special • 15°° round trip

THE KODAK EXPERIENCE
I til km MM W

water and the Holt passed
about 300 yards to starboard before the Minsk
fired the signal flares at
the frigate, the officials
said.

CLEVELAND BOUND

"HOT SHOTS:
WflWJlWT WTTft m

$225-fumished
$200-unfumished
all utilities included, separate bedroom

THE THREE INCIDENTS have raised concerns in some quarters
that Soviet-American political tensions might be resulting in a return to the
sort of naval confrontations that marked the Cold
War years.
One factor that may contribute to a resurgence of
such incidents is that each
navy is shadowing the other's maneuvers. Some US.
Navy officials noted that
the Soviet navy has become increasingly active

PRESENTS

•all utilities included *gas heat • laundry
facilities • drapes • carpet •party & game room
•swimming pool • sauna
$270-fumished
$250-unfurnished

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS

ternating between
Washington and Moscow,
in a process that Navy
Secretary John Lehman
said last June had worked
"very successfully" in reducing incidents around
the world.

ATTENTION PHOTOGRAPHY FANS:

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
$280-furnished
$265-unfurnished Plus gas and electric
Landlord pays water and sewage

Also to be discussed will
be the March 21 collision in
the Sea of Japan between a
Soviet nuclear-powered attack submarine and the
U.S. aircraft carrier Kitty
Hawk. The collision caused
minor damage to the carrier but sent the Soviet
submarine limping home
to Vladivostok at the end of
a salvage ship's towline.
In November, a minor
collision involving a U.S.
destroyer and a Soviet frigate took place in the Arabian Sea.
The meeting in May had
been scheduled for some
time under a 1972 U.S.-Soviet agreement intended to
end naval confrontations
between the two countries.
Under that accord, senior
U.S. and Soviet naval officers meet every year, al-

UPS
PUROLATOR

mm YOUR
0WM CAMERAS

J & F Package

The Sales Club wishes to
Congratulate their newly
elected officers:
Prcs: Patty McGee
Vice Prcs: Brian Foust
Sec'y: Laura Smith

148 S. Main
352-4677

352-6820
Across from Macy's
UNIVERSITY THEATRE
PRESENTS

1

A RAISIN IN THE SUN 1
April 4-7
JOE E. BROWN THEATRE
8:00 p.m. ALL TICKETS $1.50

Thanks to all the old officers
for a job well done!!

SPECIAL OFFERI

Applications
now available for

518 E. Merry
Field Manor basement
units only
' MOO/mo i metric
sign least More
iprll 11, 1884
lor special otter

the&Qnew/

Greenbrlar inc.

editorial positions for the
1984-85 school year
• staff reporters • sports reporters
• editors • photographers
• staff illustrator
106 University Hall

DEADLINE: TODAY, 5 p.m.

3520717
LAYER CUT
•CUT
• CONDITIONERS

• Doeanot Include

$

shampoo
REG.

$10

5

x

Good Wed. Thurs &
4/4

■ LEAH ■

•LOIS-

|

4/5

Fri
4/6

. SUZIE .

Located In Stadium View Shopping Center

MAKE US AN OFFER!!
521 Ridge Street (beside the Powder Puff)

THE HAIR REPAIR
"Where Quality Comes First"

Op»n10im-6pm

Ph. 352-2566

3 bedroom, unfurnished house
1021 Klotz Road (beside Childrens Resource Center)
3 bedroom unfurnished house
12208 E. Gypsy Lane Road
4 bedroom, unfurnished house with country setting
338 N. Main Street (corner of Ridge & Main)
3 bedroom, with basement efficiency, unfurnished
724 E. Wooster Street
5 bedroom, furnished house close to campus - up to
10 students

GREENBRIAR INC.
352-0717
mmmmmmmaaaaaaaat

JUST ARRIVED!

STATE
NURSING
BOARDS

The Litest in European
Suntan Equipment
INTRODUCTORY
SPECIAL
8 VISITS/$25

VMaamn MM ltue> not tl e> W
anas ¥ basic tcenc*
TaKNaa ttiti rowuM to ce>
aitiaw main W» to »• »ta
It any at oar tiaa ctftfert.
MHwim leaumti leaene
Owe 40 penal

if fa*

l«M ot Hit
•naefili

536-3701
3550 Secof Rd.
Suite 201
Totedo.Ohlo
fiwwiiiimi

■00-223-17*2

CHERRYW00D
HEALTH SPA I
TANNING CENTER
11 leak

HUB

HOURS:
Moo -Fri 9 a m -10 p m
Sal 1 1 a m 9 p m
Sun 1 -9 p m

sports

bgnew*/aprll419647

Arndt grows into cleanup role for Falcons
t>y 159 Postonte
sports repofler

There was a time when Larry Arndt
never dreamed he would be a cleanup
hitter in any baseball lineup. Now, the
Junior infielder is a fixture in the
fourth spot for Bowling Green.
Going into his senior year at Gibsonburg high school, Arndt played
second base and .shortstop. Despite
his size, 5'4" and 140 pounds, Arndt
batted over .300 his first three high
school years. Then, during his senior
year he made the big jump.
The big jump was eight inches to be
exact, and the infielder was moved
from the middle of the infield to third
and first base. With his height reaching six foot, the scouts began to look at
Arndt and former BG head coach Don
Purvis signed the infielder to come to
BG.
AKDNT HAS grown more since
joining the Falcons. He is no longer a
little man at 6'2" and 195 pounds and

now is recognized as the leading
power hitter in the Falcon lineup.
In his first season he responed to a
platoon role at first base, and batted
JOB with four home rune and 25 runs
batted in. His sophomore year, his
first under current BG coach Ed
Platzer, he batted in the third slot of
the batting order. He hit .322, hitting
six homers and matched his freshman
output of 26 rbi's.
Last season cleanup batter Joe
Tedesco graduated, so the chores of
the fourth spot were given to Arndt.
Despite the fact that many of the
Falcons' better hitters had graduated,
Arndt said the pressure of hitting
fourth never really entered into his
mind.
"I hit well in my first two years so I
never really thought I'd have trouble
adjusting, Arndt said.
THE ADJUSTMENT and the pressure only has made him more of a
threat at the plate as Arndt has reponded with a .382 average in 17

games this season. He also holds the
team lead in homers and rbi's, with
five and 20 respectively. He also has
10 career triples, just three away
from the Falcon career record for
Urdortunately, his hitting has
caused unusual problems for him.
Arndt Is finding out that opposing
teams would rather roll the ball to the
plate to him, or not pitch to him all.
Michigan received a taste of Ardnt
in the first game, as be blasted a
three-run homer in a losing effort.
The Wolverines did not want any part
of Arndt thereafter, intentionally
walking the infielder twice in the
second game. Platzer says that gives
you an Idea of the respect opposing
teams have for his cleanup man.
"They walked Larry with a man on
first in a 04 game. That tells me mat
Michigan was afraid enough of the
guy to put a man in scoring position in
a tight game just to avoid him."
HITTING ISN'T Arndt's only

Larry Arndt

INTRODUCING
WHOLE WHEAT PIZ-ZAH!

1

We now have whole wheat dough as an extra item.

2 FREE ITEMS
Introductory special/with this coupon
1
1

whole wheat dough
one additional item
on any size pizza

I

FREE DELIVERY
ONE COUPON
PER PIZZA
Expires 4/15/84

ENJOY GOOD LIVING IN A
PIEDMENT APARTMENT
$175/month

835 High St. 352-9378

SPECIAL FEATURES

The perfect way to show
your love when it's for keeps.
Artwork is Representative

Save 30%
on hi stock sets

Keepsake'
Bj|ittrftd Diamond Rirqp

• 880 sq tl per apartrwnt
• 2 bedrooms - 1 1/2 baths
• central Gas ad healing with
ndrrtdual apartment controls
• completely furrashed
• iMMe* paid, except for
oloclriclty
• L-ahapad Mno-dMng area with
balcony

SIGN LEASE
W/PIEDMONT APT.
RECEIVE
FREE membership
to health Spa
NEW TANNING
CENTER

SUMMER

• buN-ln vanity In hatway
• wal-to-waM carpeting
• sound conditioned Manor
• cable TV
• fast recovery Gas water heating
• kitchen cornea equipped with a • carpeted hats and Inside
Gas range, stainless steel sink enaancea
refrigerator, food waste disposal
• Gas-equipped laundry area
avaaaota In each apartment
• extra targe closets
buMng
• insulated window glass
• sMng glass doors to balcony
• pate arees wNh Gas grata aval
• twin beds In each bedroom
able for each buk*ng

• hydro spa whirlpool
• indoor heated pool
• melros sauna
• sun lamps
• complete exercise
facilities 4 equipment

Man 10-8
TUBS. Wed. Thurs. 10-3:30
Frl. 10^$ot^0-5^^^^

THE MOST CONVENIENT LOCATION IN
TOWN! CLOSE TO REC. CENTER, MOVIE
THEATRES, INTRAMURAL FIELDS,
FRATERNITY ROW, BANK, FAST FOODS
AND ICE ARENA.

•Gas heat, hot water and
cooking included.
Tenant pays electric only.
(small monthly electric bill)
•Spacious 2 bdrm. apts.
furnished.
Fast, dependable, 24 hr.
maintenance
•In-house laundry centers.
•Plenty of storage area.
•Now accepting applications
for summer and next fall.
Call 352-0164

Black Student Union

ELECTIONS
April 25,1984

• Student Development Office
424 Student Services

• BSCJ Office
• Ethnic Studies Dept.
408 Student Services
114 Schatzel

Positions Available

• President
• Vice-President of
• Vice-President of
Business
Operations
• Executive Secretary
• Ombuds person
Applications are due April 11, 1984 by 5:00 p.m. in
the Black Student Union office 408 Student
Services.
—Late applications will not receive considerations.
For Further Info Contact the BSU at 372-2692

WORK FOR
THE FASTEST
GROWING
AIRLINE IN THE
INDUSTRY.
PEOPLExpress Is coming to campus In search of
CO-OP EDUCA TION STUDENTS

,LWlXRY>TOR*

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
APARTMENTS

KANSAS CITY (AP) - Bud Black
and Dan Quisenberry combined on
a three-hitter, and Onix Concepcion hit Ron Guidry's first pitch of
the season over the left-field fence,
boosting the Kansas City Royals to
a 4-2 victory over the New York
Yankees in the teams' seas
opener yesterday.
Black retired the first 12 Yankees he faced before be gave up a
leadoff single to Don Baylor and a
home run to Dave Winfield in the
fifth. Quisenberry, whose 4ft saves
last year set a major league record, earned his first save of 1914
by pitching the final two innings,
giving up one hit.
Guidry gave up eight hits and all
four Kansas City runs in five innings.
Frank White doubled with one
out in the first and made it 24 when
Steve Balboni hit an RBI single.
Darryl Motley tripled leading off
the fourth and gave the Royals a *•
lead on Don Slaught's sacrifice fly.

Application forms available April 1 thru April 11 At

VOTED BEST PIZZA IN BG.

SUMMER

strong suit, as his versatility allows
him to play first or third base, giving
the Falcon team more flexiblity. That
is another reason Arndt is valuable to
the team, according to Platzer.
"Larry is a good team player. He'll
play anywhere to help the team. He
would play outfield if we asked him to
and I'm sure he would do a good job."
Arndt was slated to begin the year
at third base, but arm problems necessitated his return to first. "I threw
a little too hard too soon when I first
got down to Florida, so I was moved
back to first," Arndt said. "Hopefully
I"U move back to third soon.
Soon could be this weekend, as the
Falcons begin Mid-American Conference play this weekend against Western Michigan. The move.may be
made because of a need to get some
more big bats in the lineup, as Otis
Baty and Doug Spees are sitting the
bench behind Arndt.
But no matter where Arndt plays,
be is the cleanup batter to stay.

KC defeats
Yanks.4-2

SOPHOMORES.. JUNIORS...
SENIORS.. .GRAD STUDENTS

V Wild life'

SWEET
CHEEKS
TONIGHT
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 4th
Lucky for you, it's 18 & over too!
874-2253
Just N. of B.G. Route 25N

START NOW AS A RESERVATIONS SALES ASSOCIATE. You'll be the
first point of contact between PEOPLExpress and our customers,
providing accurate scheduling and price information-and selling
seats for PEOPLExpress flights.
You'll be based at NEWARK INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT.

THE JOB OFFERS ALL THIS:
• $5.00 an hour to start-with regularly
THS MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM
HOURS YOU MAY WORK ARC:
scheduled raises
• UNLIMITED TRAVEL PRIVILEGES ON
• Minimum of 4 hours per day
PEOPLExpress (Not only for you but
spouses, too, after 30 days of employment) • Minimum of 20 hours per week
• FREE PARKING AT THE AIRPORT
• Maximum of 40 hours per week

TO QUALIFY, you must have a GPA of 2.5 or better, be currently enroled, be
articulate-end have a mature attitude and business-like appearance. Previous work
experience is a must.
MAKE YOUR FALL 1984 COOP COMMITMENT PLANS NOW WITH
PEOPLEXPRESS!
Sign up for interviews with PEOPLExpress in the cooperative education office no
later than April 4. 222 Administration Building or can 372-2451.
Equal Opportunity Employ* M F

PEOPLExpress If
FLY SMART

])

8 bg newsioprll 4 1984
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House rlssnlnu. experienced, ratable, rtaatmjea Cal 372-3888 a)
lar 8:00 pm

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS

Word Proceeelng — Typing

mmi>n*tn»Mi

Oraak. Had a beat Ma peat Sat. and
wanted to say thanks' From the
tisechaOel to the blender to me
ptohna to ma dancing I waa greet
tun. I hope ma I u-d-g-e y-a w-u-d-t-ea dtttl —id my moanHgl Snake

Cal 362-8480

ATTENTION AEO MEMBERS
r
YOU WLL BE GONG ON THE ONNCINNATI MEDICAL SCHOOL
TOUB. PLEASE SK3N-UP M THE
AED OFFICE BY THURSDAY. APRL
6eY

NEED TYPING?
6» Yssr Service

eea-oeoe

BACCHUS meats weekly on
*»*—a»»st8:00pm si515La*
Science Bk)g Herat your chance to
get lnvor»eol Everyone welcome

Hsve s case ot the en|oys
HAPPY HOUR everyday 4-» pm
OOWWTOWN - Ctsd

PERSONALS

"»SI«-EP

Hay SAE'all Thanks tot a gnat erne
last Sunday You guys are the best!
Love. The AX'S
JEFF FUCK ONLY 10 more days
une) the tag night I hops everything
we be lust right. Apr! 14lh. the night
la rrene. I've had a crush on you now
tor someeme So. gal excited HI be a
DsaHl WO VYOUQn DW nJQjnt. M tun
we katl Love Your PN Mu Ftsmur

JACK'S IAKEIIY
ICE CREAM OeUVEHY

SENIORS OET PSYCHED TO PARTICIPATE IN SENIOR OIVINO

EVEWN08
Kappa Voeeybel TeamWhet t group! Congrats on the see
son so Isr end good kick WeOneeday!' Love. Your Kappa Setters

Brothers ol Pr. Qemme Dene
Ccngretieatiorie on your new charter
and good luck n the luture
The tetters ol Kappa Kappa Qemme

Pre Reg Needs Youl Ths 1984 Summar Pre-Regietratlon Stall Is now
accepting sppkcstiorvs from those
•Ksrssted in vokjneermg their time It
*a great opportunity to meet the new
sajdents end to develop your mewpersonal ska* Each volunteer era be
ensiled to one meal tor each day
worked Tras year Pre-Reg runa tromJuly 8 - August 3 The eppecatlona
are avaeaMe In 405 Student Setvces. any questions cal 372-2843

KMUNGREN
I couldn't of asked tor a better time in
Florida We reefy know how to show
those men from sanest a crazy time
Gat psyched lo denca to the Beach
Boys with those Sig Epe from esnoie
soonl' Thanks again tor a super
break I love yal
Laura

■rYATrwoasinal MttSng on WNaaaTR
PROGRAM M NANTES. FRANCE <*,
Apr! 9th at 8:00 p m at Ilia French
house Everyone welcome.
CXINQRATULAT10NS NEW HEALTH
CARE CLUB OFFICERS TOM
PUOH-PRESIDENT. KAYE
PEARCE-VICE PRESIDENT. HELEN STOLLER-SEORETARY. AMY
STOWE—TREASURER. GET PSYCHED FOR NEXT YEAR! THANKS
TO THE OLD OFFICERS LALWE.
JOE. SUE AND KAY.

LOST AND FOUND

LAZYBONES
I LOVE YOU AN WFaWTE AMOUNT'
LOVE, SLEEPYHEAD
LET IT SE KNOWN THAT ON FEaV
■UAAY ITH AMD MARCH 17, ISM
OAVE COLJBBAN OOT A CLUE ANO
ASKED FOR A "SODA." THE
WORLD 1 SAFE ONCE MORE!

Deaa Zeta ectsvea Thanks tor bang
such great Mends I'm proud to say
Tm a Poke Zeta pledge Love, Sharon

FOUND FEMALE GLASSES IN A
CREAM COLORED CASE
220
MSC. ON S'lN APRIL I 372-4873
JENNY

Dees Zest ecavee-Thenk you lor el
you've dona and for met being dare.
Love. Whopper

LorlWosVigar
Conisakeaana on UAO Dkactor of
Campus Fans! We knew you could
do ftl We're so proud of you and
were behind you al the wty We love
you—your naurs roonestl

Oe«a Zetee-Yci have lo be the bee!
house on campus because I kwe you
el! Delta Zeta love and mine. Amy C

LOST SPRING COAT ROBE COLORED AT UPTOWN ON MARCH 31
NO QUESTIONS ASKED
352
7394

MOLLY LOGAN-HERE IT SI TO
ONE OF THE BEST ROOMMATES
SOMEONE COULD HAVE! YOU'RE
THE GREATEST MOOKYI! LOVE.
JU.

Deaa Zeta Sister. Oecorrang s Dae.
Zeta was the bast tang I aver rjd. I
love ye si And tanks tor netting
pledging easy Love. Amy P

Lost Brown/Tan Mans coal w/red
amng at Mali Street Bsr Cal 3524391

Delta Zeta Settert-You've been
great heto through pledging' I'm
looking forward lo xwwyj the house I
ove you el
Love. Laura

LOST Orange BGSU Key Chan with
3 keys n lound. please eel Mike at
372-4150
FOUND Sel ol keys near Motor/
Hal Cat Herbal 372-1741 to kton-

JACK'S BAKERY
HUGE ICE CREAM
SANOWICHES

DTs

St

TheMtleraoreWllmeelthewenwup oa Thursday You garla resets
know how lo party.
Tne Srothrs at Skjaie Phi Epaattn

RIDES

From the Lacrosse men to the GASH
ol Rm 118 TBtrd Hotel Good
Laughs' Oougy s his srSaasHa
duger Top Frra Chunkere. Capitals
Cuss words, gkuaatoa. htstitt
cheei 1 Boon Cruse victim Laryngna Breath. Barscuda Dab. Mtoh «
Lurch Magnums sexy drees To the
beached whete F.B who needed e
massive tidal wave to body turf
Heskns never dk) fee Heart anyhow.
'Whets the first thing these greek girts
dd every morning? Waked Home
PS NICE TAN BOY LAMB

SERVICES OFFERED
Next-To-New Shop
Clothing & Housewares pneed low
Open Tues 10-4 A Fh 1-7
St Aloytoa School. 2nd floor
TUTORING
Basic Math - Algebra - Calculus
Reading - Grammar - Conipostlion
CasB74-3349 after 8 p m
OAKHURST LfcARINING CENTER

FOOD MART

Paddy Murphy. SAE Net'l drinking
chamsson and the mentor of wnoa
everywhere was taken to WoodCounty Hospital today and waa ssted
n SesUs condltJon Paddy was found
ei a comatose stats lying next to e
rusty can of Old Mewaukss beer
Doctors spuisstt that Paddy had
fooeshfy stternpted lo crswi insKle the
can m order to consume those precious drops Also, withdrew! symp!.AnrVolGlnwes

] PHONE: 352-8723

mmniGHT

Mnl 7, 111*.

Borden • Lowfat

Borden

CHOCOLATE
MILK

Glacier Club

quart
carton

'/>cal. $139

ICE cm.
ISSORTEI FUIMS

1.

eta.

Nabisco

POTATO CHIPS
(J>

ill Fla.on
I ai. st(

«T

CHIPS AHOY
CMCtUTE COIF CMKKS

Today's Horoscope April 4. 1984
u*r*» (May 2! - June 21) Today.
exe every other day during the pee!
1 4 months, you w« make one person
» pertioier faal vary lucky to have
mat you. Continue to make Sal parton hippy aa long at you're also
reyjpy SOtV SO.
TOMMY ANO LAURA,
BUBBLES.
BUBBLY. CANDLE
LIGHT. FUR RUGS AND PAINTING
BY NUMBERS. OET PSYCHED FOR
A WET ANO WILD WEEKENOI
I WANNA...
I WANNA . . .
I'M NOT TRYING TO BE NASTY
LOVE, eVAKANA AND SAP

Yo. sVoadwell ..
Way to go on gating a real (obi Now
al you need ie a reel car and a reel
man! (Just kidding BoBol Gat reedy
for a crazy Frt. night Love. Baby
Scroggt and Crazy KMIs.
EUROPE! from S439 rtojndtrlp air
(rjetrort/Fraradurt). S370 2 mo EURAHPASS, Hostels Rejnbow Tours
800/253-4014
Abortion. Pregcncy Tesls
Laynsze Ctssset
Cooler lor Choice
Downtown Toledo 14191 268-7789

Borden
• Itllic ItlllR
Kt«lt|tRilt<

lil.mla I

1% Lssrlai

$189

JDELI SHOPPE
«+SPEQAL
FRESH DONUTS • HOT FOOD TO GO • HOT COFFEE • PARTY TRAYS
• SOUPS ■ SALADS • HOT CHOCOLATE • BAGELS •

lb.

I ■

Bring in Soring wtth Basoona
Ths Btaoorirnari 352-8081

F. needs housing for FH 84 semes
tor or*/ Lon 362-0748

Do you want to make a significant
deference In the area of people who
need help? You can by becoming a
UNK volunteer. Msks sppscsnon
NOW
deedene Apr! 11Bl. For
ISO. caS 362-8387 or coma to 628
Pfco St Be e helping connection

MALE ROOasatATE NEEDED TO
SHARE LARQE APT. - CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. OWN BEDROOM * BATH.
CAU 192419* FOR INfORMATrON.

3 bdrm. House for rent, scross torm
ureY. Avaaable summer 8 1984-85
»450 mo Cal 362-7634. 9-5
1 1 2 bdrm apts 8 routes 9 mo .
12 mo. « summer Keeee 362-7464
i 1 00-4:00pm)
BG APTS
818-822 Second SI 2 bdrm turn 12
mo Ham 362-7454 btwn. I 00
4:00.

Need Cesh? Esm $500 plus each
school year. 2-4 (flaidblt hours per
week placing and ftsng posters on
carnpus. serious workers only we
rave recomrnendatjona Cal now tor
aummer t next fal
1-800-2438879

Fum. 2 bdrm aptt I houses
Summer rates svaeetxe
382-7464 bstort 5:00 pm
CARTY RENTALS
311 E Merry Model Apt #6
2 bdrm aptt tor 4 students
S130/persorv $ 585;semeeter
(met. heat, cable, water 8 sewage)
ABO 1 bdrm houss 8 apt.
12 mo lease slsrt m May
Summer Rentals si Speciel Rales
tor Houses-Rooms-Apts
PHONE 352-7385
Female Roommate needed for summar fllllnnsfill rant, pay eleclric
only close to campus Cal 3527265.

Vlllltll Bit
r Experience!
Counselor positions open Independent King program lor girls wrth
primary dkuttety of mental retardation Cal 218-892-2018 or write:
WOEP he 487 Caswl Fas . Htohmond
Hta. Ohio 44143

2 Fern. rmts. needed lor 84-86
school yr. Csrnput Manor cal Dawn
at 2-8878
WANTED: 3-4 people to sublease
fenwehed houss this summer on N.
Enterprise. EXCELLENT LOCATION
9724*10.

WANTED
I F needed to share sol Rockledge
Manor. Oss hast paid. Large rooms
OMwraaher. CH Marcei 372-6987
F. met. needed tor summer to shsrs
Pstknisw Mobtt Horns. SIBOVmo.
ownbdrm Csl Joy 372-5036
Need Thrss roommatat lor house
Furrashad S130 par month includes
el Out phone Csl Joe si 372-3238
1 F roomsts tor summer months.
non-smoker Cal Susan 372-1317.
Reeponetjle person to lublooao
torn . 1 bdrm. apt. tor summer $200
S ukases 364-3108 svsrkng S
weekends
rear. Close to campus Can 314-

nse.
1 F ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR 84
. 85
NON--SMOKER CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. CAU: 354-1678.
Summer rmfe needed A asatll May
1. free AC Csl 362-8130.
WANTED: Seniors lo pertlctpele In
research on how people make smpto.asenl decisions. You will reeaiss Si snd Ittdbttk on your
dedetons. For more Into call 3527717 or leeve name • no. tor Chi. st
172-2301.
No
akktgr
rdsdlor
•449 school year. Call 352-744! or
172-4282.
WANTED 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES
FOR 84-86 SCHOOL YEAR. UNIVERSITY VULAQE CALL ML AT
382-7032.
4 PEOPLE NEEDED TO SUBLEASE
MOUSE FOR SUsaMER. CLOSE TO
CAMPUS, 204 s. SUMMIT. S BEDROOMS, Its BATHS. PORCH, NEW
CARPETWO. STOP BY OR CAU
182-4374
Fe. Christen Rmmt needed Good
apt tor grsd student Csl after 6 00
352-8098.
F. RMTE. NEEDED FOR SUMMER
M7.50 A MONTH INCLUDES ALL
UTILITIES, POOL 8 REC. FACIUTsES. CAU U2-M48 AFTER 8.
3 or 4 forneJe roommates needed tor
summer and/or next year Cal 3525043 for detest

FOR SALE

FsWietJe) RoocTWTasalaj naM(Wo 'o* FBI
Semester Cal Kim 2-4048 or Andrea 2-5941

1974 Audi LS
AMFMCass Slereo
Good Cond S1000
362-7994

HELP WANTED

APARTMENT FOR RENT - SUMMER ONLY VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS AND TOWN. UTHJTIES PAO
ANO TERMS ARE NEGOTIABLE
CAU 352-8192

Ervjash darta > accessories
PuroeTa Bks Shop
131 W Wooatar St 352-8284

Ceehier/Qele Keeper Seasonal, perttime position open lor reaponatjla
noMdual wUh sfrong math skla
Must be pnystosly active and avalable averengt and weekends Apply
In person si 121 South Mam Street.
Brwreraj Oraan.

slimmer - House adtacem to cemeus. Can Uss or Claudia at 352$812 or 1474-9941.

Matching coach and chair
$25 00
or best offer 352-4233
Mustang '76 MeoharMcsiy excesent
87.000 ruses 30 mpg, V-0 4 tpd.
$2.000 Csl 362-3143 sfler 5 pm

LUegusrds wanted-Ful and part-time
work evsesble. Mutt bring Red Croat
osnaVsson csrd and apply In parson
si 121 South Man Street. Bowing
Oraan.

NCWLOVE MANAGEMENT
WE HAVE A LARGE VARIETY
fO PLEASE EVERYONE. RENTALS]
ARE GOING FAST. FOR A FREE
BROCHURE CALL 392-5*20

1972 Ford Gran Torino. 351CL.
Vsry lllstll car. good ccndltlon
Btatofftrl Csl Law, 352-2849.

NOW HIRING waiters 4 waitresses,
alto taking sppecettons lor other bar
help. Apply at Button's. Rt. 28 Just
north ol BG

THURSTIN MANOR APARTMENTS
Air crjrassoned, luty carpalad, cable
vision, efficiencies, laundry lecanea
Now leasing lor summer $ fal
451 Thursttn Ave 352-5435

FOR RENT

Summer Camp Personnel
Counselors. Activity Person. Deling
Divine Word Boys Camp. Perrytburg
June 18 - Aug 11
Detest 8 am. ■ 5 p.m.. 874-7921

Now Ranting Fa* 1984
One & Two semes
Fi«y turn Emcaanctee.
w.cotor TV . Cable, si ubeest pskj.
Oulat Atmosphere. $286 (1 par).
$176 as (2 par | 354-3182 12-4
weekdays, 352-1520 anyttne

CAMP COUNSELORS
Outstanding Sam and Trim Down
Camps. Tennis. Dance. Samnastlcs.
WSI. Athletics. Nutrroon Dieletlct 20
ptut. Separate gatt' and boys'
camps 7 weeks CAMP CAMELOT
on Cossge Campuses st Matt..
Penn . No. Carolina Calf. Send resume Mlchete Friedman, Director.
947 Hewlett Dr. No Woodmere,
NY 11581, 518-374-0785

Victorian Home. 2 bdrm apt Avalsole Immeoanely No chedren pleeee
Cal 362-5408
WMsaERfFALL RENTALS
Cornwntontly located. Ia*> lurmttied. AC. apts now ranting tor
Summer IBM and School Yesr
198*4$. Ca» $92-4*44.

4 bdrm. 303 S. Prospect.
Csl John Nawtove Real Estate.
$$4-22*8.

FAU 8 SUMMER RENTALS
2 BORMS-". BLK TO CAMPUS
352-4871 day or 352-1800 eve

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
A SMALL NUMBER OF APT*. STIU
AVAIL FOR FALL * StJMMER.
" $21 E. MERRY. NEAR OFFENHAUER TOWERS, 2 bdnrW4 PERSONS.
••718-71$ 3RD ST. 1 BDRM
• • ROCKLEDOE MANOR-SOUTH
COLLEGE $ Bth ST-2 BDRMS.
••8J1 7th ST. 2 BDRM.
"FORREST APTS-SOUTH COLLEGE * NAPOLEON-2 BDRM.
"319 E. Wooatar.
CAU JOHN NEWLOVE $$4-22*0

Interview tign-upt wd be Apr! 2-6 lor
paste-up production potHJono In The
Student PubfcMttons/BG News shop
tor fsl semester 1984. EdaorkaVad
vertkang paste-up tobs avsnatas Students wB be heed t trained the)
semeeler Graphics bsckground/into
rest helpful Excasent co-op opportunities for Tech. majors Sign-ups are
al Student Employment. 460 Student
Services, only

VEL-MANORAPT FOR SUMMER
Across from Kofi Hsl, scroat from
Rodgart Quod Clean. aJr conditioned, quiet ttmosphere Accomo
daaona for 2 or 4 people One two
bedroom jag lor Is! Csl 352-2658
2 badtoum newly furnished spts
Now ranting lor '8485 FREE sale
He TV Cal 362-2663
Room tiisettiei. complete use of the
houss. evening meal provxied 811
Watt Wooatar SI Ask lor Mrs
Church al 352-2496

921 Esst Many 2—Bdrm .14 person
Neer Otlsnhsuer Towers. SSWUpersonlssmetter. Ten.nl pays only
lights Building In sxcellenl condition. John Nssrtoie Real Estate,
394-22*0.

Century Label * Tug Co has open
Inge aval seeing custom packaging
to retaasrt. Commission plus baneMs. S18-25K first year earnings
Cal Mr George Henry 352-7629.

NEED A
SOUND SYSTEM?

Lower duplex; summer 8 ft*, upper
duplex: summer a fal. 352-0839
1 bdrm. apt. close to campus 64-85
school year 1-267-3341

LARGE t ITEM
PIZZA 4.00

I

:

Good 4/4 only

University's traditional
giving week. During giving week volunteers
will be contacting all seniors in an effort to solicit
contributions towards this year's gift to the university.
This year's gift has been picked to go to the placement
services for improvements and an emergency student
loan fund. SENIORS Why not take the "challenge to
excel and donate."
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

BEER & WINE AT STATE MINIMUM PRICES!

$169

TWO PEOPLE TO SHARE APT OR
FOUR PEOPLE TO SUBLEASE FOR
FAU '84 CAU LEE OR LYNN AT
3520944

Laeeing now tor summer 8 fal. 2
bdrm unfum aptt 834 Scott Hem.ton Close to campus Cal Betty
Baker 352-9110.

Puroafs Bate Shop needs s lew
cheerful, outoomg-typee lo work
part time We went people who stay
n BG lor the summer, pretersbty
someone who wtl be here at least
another year A strong riteres! In Ins
sport ol btcycang a . muet Cal tor an
Mervkw 362-8284.

2 responsible, non-amoklng cossge
women are sssklng s two-bedroom
apt. In oMer home tor 84-85 school
veer IWtorenceo > needed Csl
Dene 352-2118.

hdilrd b> Margaret
irgarfi l-arrar and Trade
Ir
Jafl>
ma i... \.-. i — •MtfMI.

I-K.$|19

I?

BOLOGNA

WANTED: 1 hvmale roommate for
1984-85 school veer In 4-psrson
apt Cel Deme el 352 HOSorCyndl
el 353-3344.

SALE * SALE ' SALE
ON ALL STOCK
JsWS MUSIC ANO SOUND
130 E Woostor 352-8812

SnilOvBogge Renlsl-Housss ( Apts tor 84 85 school
yeer 362-9467 between 12-4 or
352-8917 after 6

3 experienced lemera vocaksts. gmlartets. looking tor eelabsshod muelcans ntereelsd m starting a top 40
band and working tobs si the Toledo
— Sanduaky area Summer and neid
year. For more kilo cal Cindy 3526440 after 10 p.m.

COKE or TAB

9

Eckrich

Party Room For Rant
4-O'aCUi
7*i and Ugh
352-9378 after 8. 352-7324

Femsts roommate wanted tor entire
84-88 scsdemic year of katt to sub
leeee tor either semester BeeuWul
new and Inexpanah-a spertment' Cal
Diana or Uss 3521106

OPEN DULY 71.M. TIL 1 l.M.

BACON
F»|.

THE SISTERS OF DELTA ZETA
WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE
THE NEW DZ DANCERS BETSY
SWAN. COLLEEN VAUGHN, K ATM!
MIXER, DEBS* COOPER, LAURA
WISON ANO ALTERNATES: MELttSA FRtZEll ANO AMY PSZSEN

i»R«8ular •Diat •Caffeine Free

Eckrich
I-Is. $

1 HUSK. MA NU

Springtime
Savings

Sal* priest {*•« Wsea.tse'a;,
March 21, thru Silura.j,

Lay's

■ntortrxtflonal Meeting on SUISMCP
tmOGRAM IN NANTES, FRANCE on
Apr! 8th M 8:00 p.m. at the Frsnch
houss. Evsryona wtfcomt.

425 EAST
WOOSTER STREET

PANTRY
DRVS TIL

SENIORS OET PSYCHED TO FARTK3PATE M SENIOR CHALLENGE.
SENIOR VOLUNTEERS WILL SE
CONTACTING SENIORS ALL OF
THMWEEK.

To Scott and Bis BaM Gimme Chapter ol Phi Gemma Delta Conorstj,.
sons on Chartering' Love. Terr!

DELIVERED EVENINGS
354-1001

BO'S First CMness nestsursnll
PHOENIX PALACE
MOW OPEN
Formerly Comer KNohen
ll-R 8sm-9pm. F Set Sam-9.30 prrl
Sun. 9am-9pm. Carry out Aveseblo
384-3277

RagWar to Volsl
Aprl3rd-8th. 11-Spm
USG Office
405 Student Servicee

SS4-1001

This a Squash Sl> pan TV Sanaa
P»» >v» Oemonalretiore and oncourt
pracaca wan BGSU Squash Club
Every Thursday through May 3. 8
»:30 pm , Student Recreelkm Can

1.1 $1.3)

Ptok-up absentee
Besot voter requests
Apr! 3r0-6th. 11-Bpm
405 Student Services

T

BACCHUS maela weakly on
Wednesdays at 8:00 pm si 818 Us
Science BUg. Here's your chance to
get nvorved' Everyone wafcoma.

Rec Ctub SorTbe» Tournament Forms
■ attljll el 200 Eppler South Toume
menl w* be held April I 4 on mtiamu
rat nSHa Oeedkne lor rosters Apr!
11.5pm Lara aee whose got me
beat learn on campus.

PHOTO CONTEST
Open toel BGSU students, (acuity.
■ out Friday In UAO

Hay KO's. Sigma Net, aid AZD'e
Thanks tor a great 4-way tat weakend The armory has nsver rocked so

AtteMon women ol Me Arc*:
Zone: Yea goed kesrtad eeeeie
»tii,e«eei«se»plrW Asa* Feast!

Men's Power VoeaybaJ
BG va #8 ranked Bel Stale
Anderson Arena 7 30 p.m.
Wed.. Aprf 4lh
Adrmsalon FreeM
Be mere and Cneertl

Paddy Murphy, now In oraKaJ oonOV
•on. nil «i3 an obese nurse today
bsssvhg one gave nv* and the other
gave Strohe Upon Ns grave csaappointed doctors tried to revive hen
wth 6 parts scotch. 3 parts rum. 1
part bourbon and a twist, ol course
Passing Into a coma he was heard
iwjMsnhg ... Qa>ny Qsvny

Hay Dene Zete ecavee-youre the
QTIaaHH I m gavj lo be pert ot me
lamty » s been km getting to know
you at Lows. Joan

Allenaon Chanvaay Sajdar*.
ACSSA Meeang
Thuraday. Apr* 8 al 7 PM h 140
Overman Pleeee attend » conkOite
your Mass.

BUe and Science Conference
Speaker. Dr. John C Whltcome.
Th d. Professor of Theology. Grace
Theologies] Serrenery. Apr) 8. 7. e
Frt 7 30. Sal 1830-4 00 Sun.
8 30. II 00. BOQpm

7

WE'RE mOUO TO HAVE YOU M
PART OF THE MOUM OF THE
HEART. LOVE THE 1ROTHER8 OF

Hot

PEPPER
CHEESE

$009
lb. fiiil

Big Eye

Eokrioh - Cooked

SWISS .CORKED
CHEESE
BEEF

$939
lb. dm*

$Q559
lb. Vl
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9
14
.5
16
17
18
<9
XI
22
23
24
26
29
33
37
39
*0
'i
42
43
44
45
46
46
50
52
57

ACIIOU
Ni.iO"ans forte)
Posaaaaos
Oicialo'saida1
Dei
(Adtnauan
FMinaplami
Boyat Itmily
Sch<x>i
A Lancrtaai*'
Mountain apu*
Wtiniiflig
Mysittry *rtie'
Mtcnaai
Cu"tni unn
Com.c Sanl
girlOpaiati.t
Sanctity
Inluriates
Sirr-mei
Spejacn proWam
K«ipg>o<«iha
TnmaalrM
Con
Coai'lion
An nous
Rap sasaion
Biblical pronoun
Uoaaoack
ConcaaWd
Mimicry

60
63
64
65
66
67

Wh.fl.gig
Author Puio
Laaryar Elihu
Region
Map detail
Autnor Ol Perry
tale*
66 Anghf t % tpool
69 Faim-gea'
pionoer
70 Pip
71 Writer MowarO
DOWN
1 Argentine
0>aa»iano
2 Fane follower
3 Barber a
■narpener
4 Homeot An/ona
State Unnraraity
5 Western or
Spanish
6 Healthy
7 Cyrano a claim
loiame
8 Baa group
9 Duplen feature
10 Whirligig
tt ideal place
12 Mannar of
apeaking
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O Boraiandbauiita
21 HielOriC Spans
25 Rnrar Ol
central England
27 Cuihvate
26 Jargon
30 Benefit windfall
3< Pitcher pans
32 Alternatively
33 Gil
34 Oueue
35 This to Cubans
36 Whirligig ota
tort
36 Per person
41 Retired
45 Cenam parties
47 Woiiiike beast
49 Mimed toy or rage
5< Mythical meen.es
53 Neck p-ece
54 M'A'S'H
locate
55 Dueling swords
56 Doled out
57 Bet win
56 Glazier s
insert
59 Gaelic
61 Long ago
62 Bunker to
0 Connor
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